Unique Free Flowing
Technology
Envirofill has been developed as a smooth all
over, log shaped product which ensures that
every void around your product is filled and
maximises the ability of the log to “rebound”
when crushed. The shape of Envirofill also
ensures constant free-flowing through our
automated delivery and hopper systems.

Superior and Affordable
Protective Packaging

You are buying from the
Manufacturer Direct

Envirofill offers the absolute best in product
protection. The superb shock absorbing
characteristics combined with its in-built
“memory” ensure that Envirofill will protect
against costly in-transit product damage and
reduce your overall packaging costs.

Envirofill, manufactured by Pro-Pac Packaging is
a totally biodegradable loosefill packaging
material made from Australian wheat starch. By
using our patented system the wheat starch is
mixed and extruded into small log forms for filling
empty space and providing superior protection.

Labour Saving - Increased
Speed of Packaging

The 100% Australian &
Biodegradable Voidfill Solution

Envirofill is quicker to fill into hopper systems
and quicker to dispense. This is due to the
shape and density of our unique product. This
equates to significant labour savings.

We provide the only 100% Australian
biodegradable loosefill in the marketplace today.
We use Australian wheat starch and other raw
materials coupled with Australian labour to
produce our product. We do not need to worry
about exchange rates with the US dollar.

Visit: www.ppgaust.com.au
Call: 1300 PRO-PAC or 1300 776 722

Reduce your environmental footprint and achieve your environmental
goals with Envirofill. The 100% Australian biodegradable voidfill
packaging solution from Pro-Pac Packaging.

Features

Advantages

Benefits

100% Biodegradable

Product will break down naturally

Reduce your environmental footprint

Water Soluble

Dissolves when saturated with
water

Easy and safe to dispose of

Free flowing design

Does not clog up when dispensing

Save on valuable labour time

Low dust formulation

Formulated to minimise any dust in
the workplace

Clean and safe work environment

Australian made

Better quality control of product

Not reliant on exchange fluctuations
and overseas markets

Lightweight

Lighter packages for transit

Reduced freight costs

Visit: www.ppgaust.com.au
Call: 1300 PRO-PAC or 1300 776 722

